[Interhemispheric connections of areas 17 and 18 in the cortical columns of cats with unilateral strabismus].
The interhemispheric connections of areas 17 and 18 of the cerebral cortex were investigated in cats with experimental unilateral strabismus. Single cortical columns were microiontophoretically injected with horseradish peroxidase, and retrogradelly labeled cells were demonstrated in the opposite brain hemisphere. After tracer injection in area 18 columns, the labeled callosal cells were located in area 17/18 transitional zone, similar to what was found in normal cats. However, in some cases the expansion of the region of callosally labeled cells distribution, was found. It is proposed that the extent of the region of callosally-connected cells may vary depending on whether the cells receive their input from intact or strabismic eye.